We present the theoretical model of the "quantum ammeter", a device that is able to measure the full counting statistics of an electron current at quantum time scales. It consists of an Ohmic contact, perfectly coupled to chiral quantum Hall channels, and of a quantum dot attached to one of the outgoing channels. At energies small compared to its charging energy, the Ohmic contact fractionalizes each incoming electron and redistributes it between outgoing channels. By monitoring the resonant tunneling current through the quantum dot, one gets an access to the moment generator of the current in one of the incoming channels at time scales comparable to its correlation time.
We present the theoretical model of the "quantum ammeter", a device that is able to measure the full counting statistics of an electron current at quantum time scales. It consists of an Ohmic contact, perfectly coupled to chiral quantum Hall channels, and of a quantum dot attached to one of the outgoing channels. At energies small compared to its charging energy, the Ohmic contact fractionalizes each incoming electron and redistributes it between outgoing channels. By monitoring the resonant tunneling current through the quantum dot, one gets an access to the moment generator of the current in one of the incoming channels at time scales comparable to its correlation time. Since their discovery, the integer [1] and fractional [2] quantum Hall (QH) effect, admittedly being a very complex phenomena [3] , for many years remained predominantly a playground for various theoretical models. For instance, although Lauglin quasi-particles with fractional charge [4] were successfully observed in experiments based on shot noise measurements [5, 6] , their coherence and anyonic exchange statistics are still illusive. Only recently, we have witnessed a number of thorough experimental studies exploring different aspects of the integer QH effect physics, such as the quantum coherence of the edge states [7] , the energy relaxation and heat transport at the QH edge [8] , and many others.
A further progress in experimental techniques at nanoscale provided one with the remarkable control of the electronic quantum states in QH systems, thereby giving birth to the new field in the QH effect physics, dubbed the quantum electron optics [9] . In this field, experimentalists combine different nanoscale systems, such as quantum point contacts (QPC), quantum dots (QD), QH edge channels, to study specific quantum phenomena. Between these basic elements of the electron quantum optics, an Ohmic contact, a piece of metal perfectly coupled to QH edge channels, was always considered merely a reservoir of equilibrium electrons [10] , i.e., an analog of a black body in quantum optics. However, in contrast to photons electrons strongly interact. As a consequence, if the capacitance C of an Ohmic contact is relatively small, so that its charging energy E c = e 2 /2C is not negligible, new interaction effects arise. The notable examples are the suppression of charge quantization caused by quantum fluctuations [11, 12] , heat Coulomb blockade (CB) effect [13, 14] , interaction induced recovery of the phase coherence [15] [16] [17] , charge Kondo effect [18, 19] , quantization of the anyonic heat flow [20] , and the observation of the half-integer thermal Hall conductance [21] .
In this Letter, we consider an Ohmic contact as an ideal electron fractionalizer. By this we mean that at energies smaller than its charging energy E c , the Ohmic con-
The quantum ammeter, a system that can be used to measure an electron current fluctuations (injected from the source) at quantum time scales, is schematically shown. It consists of an Ohmic contact (a small piece of metal containing the charge Q) perfectly coupled to QH edge states at integer filling factor and loaded by the resistance R, and of a QD attached to the outgoing channel. The Ohmic contact splits every incoming electron and transmits Tin = R/(R+Rq) part of it to the outgoing channel, where Rq is the quantum of resistance. The electron distribution function in the outgoing channel f (ε) is measured by monitoring the resonant tunneling current through a QD, as in Ref. [8] . The function f (ε) contains the contribution from the moment generation function of the current jin injected in the incoming channel. The constant λin = 2πTin plays the role of a counting variable in the moment generator, which can be controlled by the the resistance R. We assume, that the load resistor does not create partition noise, which is the case where, e.g., it fully transmits N non-chiral modes, so that R = Rq/N . Other notations are explained in the text of the paper.
tact simply splits every electron injected in the incoming channel so that only the fraction T in ≤ 1 of the incoming electron charge e is transmitted to one of the outgoing channel, as shown in Fig. 1 . This process, caused by the strong Coulomb interaction at the Ohmic contact, is fully deterministic and has to be distinguished from electron beam splitting, where the outgoing state is a superposition of the full (not fractionalized) electron in the outgoing channels.
We furthermore propose to use this system in conjunc- tion with a QD as a "quantum ammeter", i.e., a device that is able to detect the full counting statistics (FCS) of the fluctuations of the injected current at quantum time scales [22] . Namely, by measuring the resonant tunneling current through a QD, on can record the electron distribution function f (ε) in the outgoing channel (as experimentally demonstrated in Ref. [8] ), which is directly related to the electron correlation function in the channel, see Eq. (2). Every time an injected electron crosses the tunneling point, it adds the Friedel's phase shift λ in = 2πT in to the electron correlation function, which after time t acquires the overall contribution in the form of the moment generating function of the charge (7) injected to the incoming channel [23] . The parameter λ in plays the role of the counting variable, which can be controlled by a load resistor R, ideally without adding extra partition noise. In the following, we present the theory of the quantum ammeter and discuss its limitations. Throughout the paper, we set |e| = = k B = 1, which also implies that the resistance quantum R q = 2π /e 2 = 2π. Model of the quantum ammeter. We follow Refs. [12, 13, 15, 18] and use the effective theory [24] and the bosonization technique [25] to describe QH edge states perfectly coupled to the Ohmic contact. Accordingly, the collective fluctuations of the charge densities ρ α (x, t) and currents j α (x, t) in the QH edge channels are expressed in terms of the bosonic fields φ α (x, t),
where the index α enumerates channels, entering and leaving the Ohmic contact (see Fig. 1 ). The electrons in the channels are represented by the vertex operators, ψ α (x, t) ∝ e iφα(x,t) , so that the electron distribution function in the outgoing channel reads:
(2) Here, the prefactor in the expression for K(t) can be fixed in the end of calculations by comparing to the equilibrium correlation function for free electrons.
Next, we apply the Langevin equation method [13, 26] to evaluate electron correlation function K(t). This method has been successfully used [11, 12] to describe experiments on the decay of CB oscillations [11, 14, 19] . According to this method, an Ohmic contact serves as a resorvoir of neutral excitations, which are accounted by introducing Langevin currents j c and j R in the equation of motion for the charge Q of the contact (see Fig.1 ). The details of the evaluations are presented in the supplementary material, while the results are rather intuitive. At frequencies small compared to the charging energy, ω E c , the outgoing current is simply expressed in terms of the incoming current j in , and the Langevin sources, j c and j R : (3) where α = (in, c, R), and the frequency-independent transmission coefficients take the following form
By solving Eqs. (1) (2) (3) (4) , one arrives at the following expression for the electron correlation function
where
dt is the total charge in the channel α, and λ α = 2πT α .
At zero bath temperature the Langevin sources j α acquire correlation functions in the form
where T c is the temperature of the Ohmic contact. The current j c is chiral, while j R is not, therefore the second term in the expression for S R is the contribution of the incoming states. These relations follow from the fluctuation-dissipation theorem for currents. Assuming for the moment a cold Ohmic contact, T c = 0 (the heating effects are studied below), and using Eqs.
(1-5), we arrive at the following expression for the distribution function
where the correlation function G(λ in , t), normalized to its ground-state part 1/(t + i0)
in , can be considered the quantum FCS generator [22] of the injected nonequilibrium current j in , with λ in = 2πT in playing the role of the counting variable [23] . In particular, if no current is injected in the ammeter, then G = 1 and df (ε)/dε = −δ(ε), as expected.
Applications. In what follows, we consider examples of various systems injecting currents with different statistics into the incoming channel, as shown in Fig. (1) . We start with the simplest example of the tunneling current through a barrier with the transparency D 1. At long times, t∆µ 1, where ∆µ is the applied potential difference, the fluctuations of charge can be considered classical, and their statistics is known to be Poissonian [22] : log(G) = (t∆µ/2π)D(e iλin − 1) for t > 0. Taking into account the fact, that all the odd (even) cumulants are odd (even) functions of time, one can write
This result is justified in the limit D 1, since the integral in Eq. (2) comes from long (Markovian) time scales. For example, if the load resistor transmits only one channel, R = R q , one has λ in = π, and the broadening acquires the maximum value of γ = ∆µD/π, while the energy shift vanishes, ε 0 = 0. Let us compare this result to the Gaussian noise case, where the functions in Eq. (8b) have to be expanded to second order in λ in . Then, the energy shift ε 0 = ∆µD/2 is simply induced by the average bias in the outgoing QH edge channel, and the broadening γ = π∆µD/4 is larger compared to the one for the non-Gaussian noise. Finally, we note, that the contributions to G from short time scales t ∼ 1/∆µ lead to the asymmetry of the tails of the peak in −df (ε)/dε, studied in Refs. [27, 28] .
Next, we consider the classical noise induced by sequential tunneling through a resonant level at zero temperature and with the in and out rate Γ 1 and Γ 2 , respectively. The FCS generator of this process can be obtained by solving the generalized master equation [29] with the result G = m=1,2 G m e Λmt for t > 0, where Λ m (λ in ) are the two eigenvalues of the transition matrix, and G m (λ in ) are the corresponding weights (see the supplementary material). In the long time limit, one of the exponential function dominates, and the noise becomes Markovian with the known generator [29] . In the symmetric case, Γ 1 = Γ 2 = Γ, the weights are real functions, G m = [1 ± cos(λ in /2)]/2, while eigenvalues take the simple form: Λ m = −Γ ± Γe iλin/2 . Therefore, the function −df (ε)/dε acquires the double-peak structure,
In particular, for R = R q one has λ in = π, and thus the function −df /dε shows two equal peaks with G m = 1/2, γ m = Γ, and ε m = ±Γ. Finally, we consider the noise of a QPC at intermediate transparencies D as an example of the quantum process. In this case, one may observe the noise induced phase transition, studied in Ref. [30] , which originates from the singularity in the Markovian cumulant generator at D = 1/2 and λ in = π, i.e., R = R q . Here, we concentrate on the Gaussian noise case (for the details of calculations, see the supplementary material) and present the full time dependence of the cumulant gener-
. We evaluate . Both distribution are shifted in energy by the value ∆µout = DTin∆µ = ∆µ/6. Interestingly, the equilibrium distribution appears to be broader, which can be attributed to the fact that it saturates faster at high energies, than the none-equilibrium one.
the time integral in Eq. (2) numerically and show the result in Fig. 2 for the transparency of the QPC D = 1/2 and for the load resistance R = R q /2 (blue line).
In order to characterize the non-equilibrium distribution function in the outgoing channel, we compare it to the equilibrium one for the same effective temperature T out , which is determined as follows. The electronic energy flux of the equilibrium chiral channel reads
which is nothing but the heat flux quantum. For the nonequilibrium channel, one can directly use the expression (7) with the definition of the energy flux (10), compare the results, and thus find the effective temperature of the Gaussian noise. Alternatively, one can use the expression J out = (R q /2) j 2 out in terms of bosons (see, e.g., Ref. [13] ), and compare it to the energy flux quantum (see the supplementary material). With both methods one obtains
One can now use this expression for the effective temperature T out and the effective bias ∆µ out = DT in ∆µ of the channel to plot the equilibrium distribution function (see Fig. 2, red line) . Interestingly, the equilibrium distribution functions appears to be broader than the nonequilibrium one, which, we think, is compensated by its faster decay at large energies. Effects of heating. So far, we have neglected the effect of heating of the Ohmic contact assuming that its temperature vanishes, T c = 0, so that the Langevin sources j c and j R contain only ground-state fluctuations. This assumption greatly simplifies the operation of the quantum ammeter, however, it is justified only if coupling to phonons is sufficiently strong, so that they are able to evacuate extra heat. Now, we relax this requirement and assume full thermalization inside the Ohmic contact, so the temperature T c is to be found from the energy balance equations (for the recent closely related analysis, which accounts for coupling to phonons, see Ref. [31] ).
The incoming energy flux is given by J in = (R q /2) j 2 in (see, e.g., Ref. [13] ), while the outgoing energy flux reads
out . The total energy flux is conserved, J in = J out . By using Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtain
By substituting the correlators (6) to this equation, integrating over ω, and subtracting the ground-state contribution, we arrive at the following result:
where j 2 in 0 is the ground-state part [32] . Finally, one can use the temperature T c from this equation in order to evaluate the correlators (6), and eventually, the distribution function (2) with the help of Eqs. (3) (4) (5) .
The difficulty that arises in the last step is that for the situations of interest, R/R q ∼ 1, where the coupling to the charged mode is not small, T in ∼ 1, the neutral modes contribute an arbitrary fraction q = 1 − T 2 in of the equilibrium single boson channel at the temperature T c to the outgoing state, which is not small, either. Therefore, the FCS generator in Eq. (7b) is modified as follows:
where K q (t, T c ) = e −iqφc(t) e iqφc(0) is the equilibrium correlator of the fractional quasiparticle with the charge q ≤ 1 normalized to its ground state value, so that K q (t, 0) = 1. This correlator smears out the distribution function (7a) introducing the effect that is difficult to account analytically. Therefore, we suggest to calibrate the quantum ammeter by measuring −df /dε for a noiseless biased incoming channel, j in = j in , and evaluating the Fourier transform to find the function K q (t, T c ). Then, for the case of the non-zero noise, one can bias all the incoming channels in order to cancel the average current contribution in Eq. (12) to obtain δj 2 in = j in 2 . In this case, the function K q remains the same, and one can simply cancel it in the results of the measurements in order to obtain the FCS generator G(λ in , t).
Discussion. First, we note, that in the limit R → ∞ (floating Ohmic contact) λ in = 2π, as follows from Eq. (4a). Heating is also negligible, according to Eq. (12) . Therefore G is given by Eq. (7b) and is equal to the correlation function of electrons in the incoming channel. Thus, in this case the Ohmic contact not only conserves the phase of incoming electrons in the outgoing channel, as has been experimentally demonstrated in Ref. [17] , but should also conserve the electron distribution function at all energies smaller than E c .
Second, throughout the paper we assumed that incoming and outgoing channels do not interact with other QH channels, if they are present. This assumption is justified, if the distance to the injection and detection point from the Ohmic contact is shorter than v/∆µ, where v is the velocity of the slowest neutral mode. In the opposite limit, one should take into account the charge fractionalization caused by the interaction between channels. At large distances one can neglect accumulated phases, which leads to the relatively simple modification of the scattering coefficients, Eq. (4). For instance, at the filling factor ν = 2 the strong Coulomb interaction splits the spectrum of the edge plasmons into the neutral and charged mode, and equally distributes each injected electron between two channels [33] .
Finally, we have focused on the QH systems at integer filling factors, where the fermionic description is allowed. At fractional fillings the physics is more intricate. First of all, the spectrum of collective excitations at the edge is more complex, e.g., due to the emergence of upstream neutral mode [34] . Second, the statistics of injected currents might be less simple at large transparencies. And what is more important, the physics of the Ohmic contact at general filling fractions is not yet well understood. However, at ν = 1/m, where m is the odd integer number, edge of the QH system is known to support solely one charged mode. In this case, our model may still be applied by replacing R q → mR q , and after some modification of the correlation functions [35] .
To summarize, we have investigated an Ohmic contact, a small piece of metal perfectly coupled to chiral QH edge states, and demonstrated that at energies small compared to its charging energy E c , it fractionalizes electron states, thus only a fraction T in of an incoming electron is transmitted to one of the outgoing channels. We have shown that this system can serve as a "quantum ammeter" device: By monitoring the resonant tunneling current through a QD attached to the outgoing channel one can measure the generator of the FCS of the incoming current, with λ in = 2πT in playing the role of the counting variable. After presenting several applications of this device, we have discussed how to calibrate the quantum ammeter to account for the effects of heating.
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LANGEVIN EQUATIONS AND ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
Here, we follow the Refs. [1] [2] [3] and write the equations of motion for the currents and the charge Q in the Ohmic contact in the form (see Fig. 1 of the main text):
where the first equation expresses the conservation of charge, while the second and the third one are the Langevin equations, which have the following physical meaning: On the right hand side the contributions Q(t)/R q C and Q(t)/RC are the currents induced by the time-dependent potential Q(t)/C of the Ohmic contact, while the terms j c (t) and j R (t) are the Langevin current sources. After straightforward calculations, we present the outgoing currents in the following form
At frequencies small compared to the charging energy, ω E c ∼ 1/R q C, the outgoing currents are given by Eq. (3) of the main text.
Next, we use the Eq. (5) of the main text to obtain the following expression for the electron correlation function at zero temperature:
We note, that the coefficients T α satisfy the summation rule:
Taking this relation into account and using Eq. (2), we straightforwardly get Eqs. (7) of main text, namely
FULL COUNTING STATISTICS OF SEQUENTIAL TUNNELING
According to Ref. [4] , the FCS generator of sequential electron tunneling through a single level in a QD can be obtained by solving the generalized master equation. Here, we briefly derive it by considering the evolution of the joint probability distribution function P l (n, t), where l = 1, 2 enumerates states of the empty and occupied level, and n is the number of electrons in the right reservoir (see Fig. 1 ). At zero temperature, the probability distribution function satisfies the infinite set of master equations:
Then, the FCS generator can formally be written as:
with the initial condition P l (n, 0) = δ l,l δ n,n , while P We have intentionally introduced the moment generator g l (λ in , t) in the mixed representation, because it satisfies simple generalized master equations
as follows from its definition and from the master equations (5). The formal solution of these equations reads:
where v ml and Λ m are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the matrix of the coefficients in Eq. (7), respectively, and c k are arbitrary constants. These coefficients can be found from the initial condition for g l (λ in , t), which follows from Eq. (6), that it is equal to the stationary occupations of the QD level:
Taking the final trace, G(λ in , t) = l=1,2 g l (λ in , t), after straightforward calculations we arrive at the following result
where the "weights" and eigenvalues are given by
Finally, using Eqs. (7) of the main text the electron distribution function can be presented in the following form
For the case of the symmetric system, Γ 1 = Γ 2 = Γ, these expressions take the simple form:
BROADENING OF THE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION BY A GAUSSIAN NOISE
Typically, the effective noise temperature is defined by comparing the zero-frequency noise power to its equilibrium value given by the fluctuation-dissipation relation. However, in order to compare equilibrium and non-equilibrium distribution functions, it is more appropriate to define the effective noise temperature via the energy fluxes of two distributions (for the details, see Ref. [1] ), which characterize their broadening. The total energy flux in the outgoing channel can be written as where
is the noise power of the outgoing current, and S 0 (ω) is its ground-state value. For the equilibrium chiral channel with the temperature T out the fluctuation-dissipation relation reads:
S out (ω) = ω/R q 1 − e −ω/Tout , and S 0 (ω) = ωθ(ω)/R q ,
thus the equilibrium channel carries the energy flux J out = πT 
where S in (ω) is the noise power in the incoming channel. By applying the scattering theory [5] , one obtains for the voltage biased QPC at zero temperature:
Substituting this expression into Eq. (15), one easily obtains
Interestingly, for T in = 1 this expression agrees with the electron energy flux evaluated right after the QPC. Thus, the suppression of high-order cumulants conserves the energy flux. Finally, we compare the result (17) to the flux quantum J out = πT 2 out /12 to defind the effective temperature of the channel
Note, that only the fraction DT in of electrons from the reservoir reaches the outgoing channel. Thus, the effective bias in this channel reads:
In the next step, we use Eqs. (7) of the main text, the Gaussian character of the noise (expanding the correlator in Eqs. (7) to second order in λ in , averaging, and re-exponentiating the result), and Eq. (16) , to obtain
where F (t∆µ) = 1 0 dx(1 − x)x −2 [1 − cos(t∆µx)] is the dimensionless function, and we set λ in = 2πT in . We are now in the position to compare the equilibrium and non-equilibrium distribution function. For doing so, we evaluate the integral in Eq. (20) numerically and present the results in Fig. 2 together with the equilibrium distributions with the temperature T out and the bias ∆µ out from Eqs. (18) and (19) for different values of λ in . The apparent difference in broadening of equilibrium and non-equilibrium distribution functions (with the same effective temperatures) can, most likely, be attributed to the fact, that the non-equilibrium distribution decays slower at high energies. This effect is more pronounced for smaller values of λ in , because at λ in 1 the function −df /dε acquires power-law tails at |ε| ∆µ.
